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Editor’s Note
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First of all, we would like to give a big thanks to those who are
willing to write articles and contribute to the Run Utah online
magazine. We feel fortunate to have so many knowledgeable
people and resources here in Utah to learn from. We appreciate
their willingness to share their love of running, their expertise, and
their time with us so that we can all be healthier, smarter runners.
As articles came streaming in for this magazine issue it was fun
to see the collective theme that evolved. Initially, we thought this
edition would be centered on a “Spring Fever” theme as we all
ramp up for warmer weather and spring racing, but for us, it has
turned into something even more motivating.
We have realized that this time of year is not just a transition
to new seasons and new goals, but a time to refocus on those
aspects of running that fuel our passion for the sport. The
transition away from the “Spring Fever” theme began with
a series of posts on the UtahRunning.com Facebook page in
response to the question “You know you’re a runner if…” You
finished the sentence and we changed the way the magazine
came together.
So, in this Run Utah issue we hope to inspire you toward new
goals and belief in what you can accomplish. You are a runner.
Sincerely,
Ken and Janae Richardson
UtahRunning.com

Miles Batty - Interview

UtahRunning.com: Tell us about your running background and some of your
experiences with running.
Miles:

UtahRunning.com: It’s exciting to see someone from Utah have so much success
and this year particularly. Could you tell us more about some
of the successes you’ve had this year?
Miles:
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I went to Jordan High School in Sandy. I started with track my
freshman year, and I enjoyed the aspect of constantly trying to get
better... I kept seeing improvement and I guess the capstone of my
high school career is my senior year I won the state championship in
cross country and took second in state in the mile… I then attended
BYU my freshman year, ran for them, and kept seeing improvements
in my time and performances. I left and served a 2 year LDS mission
in Brazil, came back, and I’ve been going the last two and a half
years at BYU since then, running and trying to keep improving.

Miles Batty has been running in
Utah for a while and recently he
brought quite a bit of fame back
to the Utah running community.
He is a recent NCAA indoor mile
champion and also part
of BYU’s national champion distance
medley relay team.

The two biggest things that were done this year were earlier in the year
at a meet up at Seattle, Washington, I finally got a pretty good pace mile
and we went out of there very good, even pace. Chris Solinsky, who
runs for Nike and American record holder in the 10K, he was in the race
and helped it go through at a really quick pace, and I ended up coming
through; my finishing time was 3:55, finishing second to Solinsky.
At the time, and probably through the season, it was number one time
in NCAA, third in the U.S. and fifth in the world. It also broke the school
record for BYU, so it was a pretty good race and it came as a bit of a
surprise to see that’s what happened.
That helped lead into the national championships, you know there are
other races in the season, but these were probably the biggest ones. In
the national championship I was able to run on both a relay team, the
distance medley relay and anchor that, as well as run the individual
mile.

Miles Batty - Interview

I ran the mile on Friday in the prelims in about 4:00 flat, qualified for the finals. Later that evening I ran on the relay
and split about a 3:56, and we ended up winning the relay. We were national champions and the next day I came back
and ran the mile. I was also able to win that with a 3:59. To come home with two national championships, and then we
took third as a team. It was a very great season, by far the best season I’ve had since I’ve been at BYU.
UtahRunning.com: When you were running in high school, did you ever think of those types of aspirations and goals?
Miles:

I wouldn’t say so. When I was in high school… I was able to be competitive at the state level in Utah a bit, but nothing
national. I don’t know if I ever really dreamed of being super competitive nationally. I dreamed of being an AllAmerican and running for the varsity team at BYU. I always kept my goals one step ahead of me and once I got there,
you kind of readjust.

UtahRunning.com: What is it that helped you choose to pursue the mile and what do you love about it?
Miles:

When I first came to BYU Coach Ed Eyestone recruited me kind of planning on me being a big cross country runner, a
big 5K, 10K type guy on the track. Almost all my freshman year I was running the 5K all season. I did alright, I saw
improvement, and I jumped into the 1,500 which is the outdoor equivalent of the mile for NCAA track.
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I ended up running the 1,500 at regionals and qualified for the finals there. That was kind of interesting before I left on
my mission to kind of see a little bit of that come out in the success of the 1,500 and mile.
Then, when I came home he still kind of had the vision of me running the 5K… but once again my success in the mile,
even that first year back, and the 1,500 was a lot better than I was doing in the 5K… I think you have to find your niche,
find what feels best for you and that’s what has come to me.
What I love about the mile and the 1,500 outdoors is… it’s a really fast pace and it’s over really quick, depending on the
event. It’s over in 3:40 to 4:00 and you’re done.
As runners, we’re all familiar with the pain or discomfort associated with that mid-race… It’s a little more intense but
you can usually ignore it and push through. It’s a very high intensity, high-paced race. It’s really exciting and that’s
what I love about it.
UtahRunning.com: What do you think has helped you take your running to the next level?

Miles Batty - Interview

Miles:

I guess there are a lot of categories you can go into detail with there. As far as routines and lucky superstitions, I’ve
had a few of those. Before any race, and people think it’s kind of weird sometimes, but I always shave my legs, which
is kind of common among runners. But the only time I’ll ever do it is the day before the day of a race. I feel it gives my
legs this fresh fast feeling, and I think I’ve done it so much that I’ve begun to just associate that with race time.
Any time before a race I always get ready for the race. I shower, brush my teeth, get ready as if I’m getting up and
going to school. It makes me feel prepared, feel ready, and feel like I’m going out to do something big.
I try not to get too superstitious of things. I have a couple of songs I choose for a season, but that’s the more silly stuff I
do.
As far as the true things that help to take it to the next level is kind of what you said. As far as setting goals I think is
huge… looking ahead at what I want to accomplish next. The one thing I learned on my mission, something that was
taught to me, and I’ve tried to take it with running is always be completely happy with your performance but never be
completely satisfied or complacent…
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I think one thing has always been that drive to do more than I’ve already done, to never be complacent, and always
look just one step ahead. Don’t get too far ahead of yourself but look one step ahead for what I want to accomplish
next. I’m always trying to do that… I always push myself as hard as I can while still keeping a healthy balance from
overtraining and I think that’s what has allowed me to come back fast from the mission, come back fast from injuries...
[Another] thing that definitely needs to be credited is the team here at BYU, the team atmosphere is so competitive and
so supportive. We all work together to do the very best we can and we have Coach Eyestone who I think really is the
mastermind behind it all.
UtahRunning.com: What are some things you’d like to accomplish in the future with running?
Miles:

I’m somewhat conservative in my goals in that I don’t try to get too far ahead of myself, and I feel like there are different
categories of my goals. I have my daydreaming goals, the things I think about in my own time, and what would be
so awesome to do. When I actually verbalize my goals, maybe I get scared to hear myself say it, that I’ll jinx myself or
don’t want to seem arrogant and telling people that I think I can do this.
For now I’m thinking about this outdoor season. To say I want to win another national championship… be in contention
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for in the outdoor season with the 1,500, to be in contention for another national title this season as well as next season
in the events that I run.
I want to be able to have a strong showing in cross country this next fall. I was able to place 15th this last year at the
NCAA championships. So, I want to improve upon that and hopefully be top five, top 10 at nationals, somewhere in
there, and also have a great team performance as well.
So for right now I’m mostly concentrating on my goals while I’m at BYU especially this outdoor season, then we’ll get
into cross country. A lot of people talk about the Olympics, get excited about that. Some of them not really realizing
how difficult the qualifying process is for that. So anyhow, it’s something I definitely think about, it’s something I’ll go
for. I’ll run at the trials as long as I think I’ll have a time that will get me into the trials, and I’ll run there. Once I get
there, you never know. I’m sure once that time comes I’ll be able to establish some more realistic goals as to what I
want to accomplish there and what I think can really happen but something I’ll definitely give a shot just running at the
USA championships.
UtahRunning.com: What advice would you give to aspiring runners, whether it’s a high school athlete here in Utah or somebody
who’s trying to win their age group in a 5K?
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Miles:

One of the things I love about running, and I always tell people is the fact that you don’t have to be the best to truly
enjoy it and feel that you’ve accomplished something or feel that you succeeded something because in the pure
essence of the sport you’re competing against yourself. Every time you step on the line for 5K, neighborhood 5K, 10K,
marathon, you’re going up against yourself and you’re trying to beat your own personal time, or improve upon yourself.
I think one of the biggest pieces of advice I’d give is to always keep those goals, to know what it is you’re training for,
and keep those in mind. Like I mentioned a little bit before, I think one of the biggest things is not to get too far ahead
of yourself. Concentrate on the next step. What’s the next thing you want to accomplish? Make sure it’s realistic. At
the same time, never become complacent. Always keep in mind that almost certainly we can do better than we have
done. Just because we’ve reached a certain level of excellence or improvement doesn’t mean we should stop there, and
accept the fact that we’ve reached our potential. Who knows if any of us have a “full potential” or that we can keep
improving as long as we’re willing to work hard. I think we just need to set realistic goals, and always be seeking to
improve upon what we’ve already done.

Training

SPRING
RUNNING
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I wore my half tights from time to time. I
trudged through the slush. I rolled my ankle
on the ice. I double up my gloves. I had the
dry skin. I caught a cold. I had plenty of runs in
the dark. I even hit the treadmill two or three
times when I was in Wyoming. And once one
of my lips froze off and I had to dig for it in a
pile of snow for 20 minutes. Yep, I ran through
the winter. And unless you have been lucky
enough to do the Winter Racing Circuit that
Striders puts on, you may not be feeling as
sharp as you did last September.
But spring is finally here…Now what?
Spring means lots of things to me. It means
that High School Track is here, and it means
that the race season is about to begin, both
of which I love. (And I don’t mean love as in “I
love Candy.” I mean love as in “I love you track.
Please never leave me.”) It means the end of
the cold, dark, lonely winter nights. It means
I get to run on the trails again. And it means
speed work. It means I get to focus on speed
for my first race of the season.

Most people don’t crank out intervals
throughout the winter. How do you break
into speed work after a break from it?
The biggest key, especially to those who
are relatively new to speed work, is keeping
it simple. Many runners think that running
intervals is just for the swift. But let me assure
you that intervals are for anyone who wants
their times to improve. And it is easier than
you think.
If you haven’t been doing any speed work at
all you must start out very slowly (Oxymoron
I know). After a good warm up I suggest
starting out with a series of strides a couple of
times a week. Try 8 to 10 -100 meter strides for
a couple of weeks at your 5k race pace. This
will wake your body from its winter sleep and
tell it: “Yo pal! It’s time to run.” It will also keep
you from pulling a muscle if you are chased
by a rabid raccoon in the next few weeks.
There are many different types of intervals
you can do. One set I like when I am getting
back up to speed with intervals is 200’s and
300’s at mile pace or just faster than 5K pace.
Depending on your fitness you should run
anywhere from 3-4 repeats up to 8-10. A set
of 8 to 10 gives you a pretty good work out,
but still keeps you hungry for more. I prefer a
100 meter break of slow running or walking

between each repeat.
Another option is a good old variation of a
“fartlek”. This works well for anyone who is
still afraid of, or doesn’t have access to a track.
After a mile or two of warming up throw
in 8-15 (Depending on your fitness level)
repeats of 40 seconds at mile pace or 5-10
seconds faster than 5k race pace with 20 to
30 seconds of easy jogging as recovery.
Once you get comfortable with these you
will be able to move on to bigger and better
intervals. And I will be here thinking: “Gosh, they
have grown so much. It seems like yesterday I
pushed my eaglets out of the nest to do 200
and 300 meter repeats. And now they have
turned into ferocious Eagles tearing up race
courses all along the Wasatch front. ”
If you haven’t done speed work before or at
least all winter, look at this spring as a new
beginning. Now is the perfect time to start.
You have some good ideas to get started into
the amazing world of interval training. And I’ll
see you at the races.
By: Brad Anderson
Brad Anderson is an inspirational runner
and coach. He has raced from the front
and the back of the pack (read his bio
at http://blog.utahrunning.com/bradanderson/ to understand why) and he
understands the emotion and passion of
the sport of running.

Nutrition/Fitness
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What’s in a Runner’s Diet?
The wonderful Utah spring thaw seems to have
taken hold. With the mercury rising and your log
boasting more miles, it is important to consider
how you are fueling those miles. I am often asked
how much a training athlete needs to eat in order
to maintain health and boost performance. The
answer, of course, depends on various factors
including age, height, weight, gender, medical
concerns, and training regimen; however, there
are some key pointers for all training athletes to
consider.
 Eat breakfast - whether you choose to eat
before or after a run should depend on what
you want to get out of that particular training
session and what your body is telling you. If you
head out the door first thing in the morning
for an easy distance run (under an hour), you
are safe to have some water and head out
the door with breakfast planned upon your
return. Should you have a more intense session
planned for the morning (tempo run, long run,
or interval training), your performance and
energy level will benefit from a light breakfast
prior to the workout. Experiment with various
carbohydrate rich foods to find what works
best for you. Choices may include sport drinks,
toast, cereal with milk, yogurt, sport bars etc…
Since this pre-run breakfast is likely a smaller

meal, a recovery snack (or breakfast part II) is a
post-workout MUST.
EXAMPLES:
 Breakfast after a light morning run: 1 ¼
c cooked oatmeal topped with almonds,
banana, and blueberries. Enjoy with a cup
of milk
 Breakfast split around workout:
 Before workout - 8oz Gatorade; slice
of toast with peanut butter, banana &
honey
 Post workout - 1 ½ cups cereal with 1
cup milk, & fruit
 Stay Hydrated - keeping yourself hydrated
during the day will help you stay in better touch
with your body’s signals (i.e., hunger, fatigue,
thirst). Remember that your hydration status
is not dependent only on water consumption.
Milk, sport drinks, fruits, veggies, soups, coffee,
tea, juice – all of these foods and beverages
contribute to your hydration status. If your
urine is light yellow and you are going several
times per day, you are on the right track. Keep
a water bottle with you and get into the habit
of drinking with meals.
 Hungry? Pay attention to what your body is
telling you. It is easy to get busy and forget that

Nutrition/Fitness
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your body actually sends messages to your brain
about when to eat and when to stop eating.
Snacks during the day can help curb hunger
and the potential to overeat if you do get too
hungry. Plan snacks to support workouts. If you
workout in the afternoon, consider having a light
lunch and a recovery snack after the workout.
Then have dinner. If you eat before your run in
the morning, maybe a light mid morning snack
before lunch will help keep your hunger at bay.
No matter when you incorporate your snacks, be
sure to include both carbohydrate and protein
for maximum performance benefit AND better
staying power (adding protein helps keep you
full a bit longer, and carbohydrate will replenish
the “tank” after a workout or provide fuel for an
upcoming workout.)
SNCAK EXAMPLES:
 Whole grain crackers or pretzels & string
cheese
 Apple or banana with peanut butter
 Veggies with hummus
 Sport bar
 Yogurt with or without 1/4c granola
 1/3 c Nuts & dried fruit
 toast with peanut butter/almond butter &
honey
 glass of chocolate milk (great post workout
snack)
 Packet of instant oatmeal
 Granola
 Fruit with string cheese
 Recover! Remember to recover with a
carbohydrate & protein rich snack within an

hour (preferably within 30 minutes) after long
runs and interval sessions. You will recover faster,
experience less muscle soreness, and be ready to
go sooner than if you wait. Check out the specific
recovery article on UtahRunning.com.
So what does a typical runner’s eating plan look
like? Keeping in mind that portion sizes will vary
based on the considerations listed above, runners
should eat breakfast, a mid-morning snack, lunch,
an afternoon or post workout snack, dinner, and
then possibly an evening snack based on hunger
level, training volume, and goals. Here is an
example of a 2600-calorie eating plan.
Breakfast:
• Fruit Smoothie: mix 1 ¼ c fresh berries, 1
container vanilla yogurt and 1 c OJ
• 1 slice whole grain bread with 1 Tbsp peanut
butter and 1 teaspoon 100% fruit spread
Snack:
• 1 string cheese w/ 15 whole grain crackers
• 8 dried apricot halves
Lunch:
• Salmon or Tuna salad sandwich in whole
wheat pita pocket (1 10” pita pocket with 4oz
fish, 1 Tbsp olive oil, 1 tea balsamic vinegar, 2
small sliced tomatoes, fresh herbs and 3 Tbsp
Parmesan Cheese)
Snack:
• 1 cup grapes
• Luna bar

Dinner:
• 1.5 c whole wheat pasta tossed with olive
oil (1.5T), red bell pepper, tomato, and fresh
parsley)
• 3-5 oz grilled chicken – can be mixed into the
pasta
• 1 cup steamed or roasted broccoli
Snack:
• ½ cup plain yogurt mixed with ½ cup vanilla ice
cream with 1 cup fresh fruit

Kristi Spence
MS, RD, CSSD
Director of Health & Wellness
Utah Dairy Council
Currently the Director of Health &
Wellness for the Utah Dairy Council,
Kristi Spence is a registered dietitian
and certified specialist in sport dietetics.
Kristi blends her passion for food and
cooking with her science background
as she strives to translate scientific
concepts into practical lifestyle applications to improve the health of
our community. As the sport dietitian for The Orthopedic Specialty
Hospital (TOSH) in Salt Lake City, Kristi developed programs for youth
and adults to promote healthy eating and provide sport-specific
nutrition education. She completed her master’s degree in nutrition
at the University of Utah and earned her undergraduate degree from
Princeton University. As a lecturer in the University of Utah’s Division
of Nutrition, Kristi’s Healthy Weight for Life course addresses issues in
weight management, healthy living, and sustainability.
Still a competitive distance runner, Kristi qualified for the US Olympic
Marathon Trials with a personal best time of 2:45:38 in the 2006
Chicago Marathon. She was 20th at the 2007 New York City Marathon
and competed in the 2008 Olympic Marathon Trials in Boston. Kristi is
able to draw upon personal experiences with sport and nutrition to
advise people of all ages.

Goal Setting

How to Set and Reach YOUR Running Goals
As spring brings the world around us to life, it
also gives us a renewed spirit; a desire to improve
ourselves.
Unfortunately, our desires often peter out before we
make any real progress - especially when it comes
to running.
Truth be told, it takes a lot of drive and
determination to run, especially starting out.
That’s why it’s so important to set the proper goals
starting out.
With that in mind, here are some helpful tips and
strategies to help you set and achieve your running
goals.
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Step 1 - What do you really want?
When setting a goal, the very first question you
need to ask yourself is ‘what do I really want?’ and
really think about it. Don’t just make your goal “I
want to run every day” or “I want to be a runner”
because there’s nothing to reach for or motivate
you. You can do better than that. Try to make
your goal more tangible like “I want to run 5 miles
without stopping by June 1st” or “I want to run a 5k
in less than 30 minutes in the Ogden City 5k”. This
kind of goal will be a lot more motivational and give
you something to work towards. It also gives you a
target date.

Once you’ve decided what you really want, WRITE
IT DOWN, because if you don’t you might as well go
sit on your couch and eat Twinkies and watch the
Biggest Loser.
Whether you like it or not, writing down goals is
critical to your success! In fact, there was a study
done with graduates from Harvard University back
in 1979. They were asked a simple question: “Have
you set clear, written goals for your future and made
plans to accomplish them?” The interviewers were
surprised to find out that :
84% had no specific goals at all
13% had goals but they were not committed to
paper
3% had clear, written goals and plans to accomplish
them
In 1989, ten years later, the interviewers again
interviewed the graduates of that class. The results
were shocking:
The 13% of the class who had goals were earning,
on average, twice as much as the 84 percent who
had no goals at all.
Even more staggering – the three percent who
had clear, written goals were earning, on average,
ten times as much as the other 97 percent put
together. (Source: from the book ‘What They Don’t

Goal Setting

Teach You in the Harvard Business School’, by Mark
McCormack)
If you don’t get anything else from this article, get
this... Write down your goals!
And if you’re saying to yourself that you don’t have
time to write down your goals, then how on earth
are you going to have time to accomplish them?
Write your goal down!

Step 2 - Why do you want it?
Just as important as the goal itself is coming up with
the reason why you actually want to accomplish
your goal. In most cases this is actually harder to
come up with because you have to really think
about the true motivation behind your goal.
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Your why is the power that moves you toward
achieving your goal; that pushes you to keep
running when you don’t think you can go another
step.
It’s also a great way for you to tell if you’re setting
the right goal, because if you can’t come up with
a compelling enough reason why you should
accomplish your goal, then you probably have the
wrong goal.
Once you’ve come up with your reason or reasons
why you absolutely must accomplish your goal,
write it down under your goal.

Step 3 - How are you going to do it?
Remember the 3% of the Harvard graduates that

made 10 times more than all of the other 97%
combined? Part of their incredible success was
that they wrote down a plan to accomplish their
goals.
This is the 3rd piece of the puzzle. You need to come
up with an actual strategic plan on how you’re going
to accomplish your goal. It should include ambitious,
but realistic milestones with attainable target dates
next to them.
Now, this doesn’t have to be a huge undertaking. It
can be 3 milestones or 10. It can be 3 sentences or
3 pages - there’s no right or wrong way to do it. The
most important thing is to just write down what
comes to you, because in almost every case, your
first impressions will probably be right.

Step 4 - Exponentially increase your
chance of success
Now that you’ve got your goal, your motivation, and
your plan all written down, you’re way ahead of the
game, but your still not out of the woods. There are
3 more things you can do that will exponentially
increase the likelihood of you successfully reaching
your goal.
Sign and date your goal - by signing and dating
your goal you are creating a binding contract
with yourself, and the second you sign that paper,
your mind will automatically start trying to figure
out how to honor that agreement. After all, you
just put your integrity and trust on the line, and
nobody wants to breach a contract, right?

Tell someone about your goal - While it’s very
important to write down your goal, telling someone
about it will help to hold you accountable. It can
often become easy to scratch our goals or let
ourselves down when the going gets tough, but the
odds of you not following through drop significantly
if you tell someone.
Go for a daily ‘Power Walk’ - Power walks are
special. They give you the ability to take a step back
from your daily life and look at the bigger picture
for a moment. The best time to go for a power walk
is right after you finish running or working out.
During my power walk I usually start out expressing
my gratitude to my creator for the blessings and
opportunities in my life, including the opportunity
to accomplish my goal. Then, once my head is
clear and I’m focused, I think of my goal and try to
visualize accomplishing it, along with ways that I can
make small improvements in my next run in order to
inch closer to my goal.
And there you have it! This is the most effective way
to reach your running goal or goals for 2011!
Good luck and have a great running season.

Scott Brandley is a successful
entrepreneur, a passionate
runner, a loving father, and
the creator of the ‘Number 1
Weight Loss Secret’ motivational
weight-loss program. For
more information go to
number1weightlosssecret.com.
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For over 20 years, Great Basin Graphics has been involved in creating thoughtful,
targeted promotional solutions. We are dedicated to helping you find the best
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Injury Prevention

The intensity in the room was so thick; one
could cut it with a knife. A group of women
sitting focused on the screen, watching the
live camera view from the lead vehicle; the
100 men competing for 3 slots to make the
US Marathon Olympic team. This vivid
memory from Charlotte North Carolina
in 1996 continues to impact my clinical
decision making as a physical therapist.
I will never forget the commentator’s
announcement that given the same VO2
max, stride length, etc…, “the one with the
most stable pelvis wins”!

4 for
Core

I decided to write this article from my >20
year experience working with runners.
I’ve had amazing hands on opportunities
from working with people who like (and
don’t like) to run from the beginner to
professional, from biomechanical wrecks
to those finely tuned machines. This given
article only serves as a possible opportunity
for those aspired to integrate 4 core
stabilization exercises into their training.
I have seen many injuries over the years,
and feel strongly that prevention is the key.
Cross training in all planes of motion is
imperative.

In Taber’s medical dictionary, dynamic
stabilization is defined as “an integrated
function of neuromuscular systems
requiring muscles to contract and fixate
the body against fluctuating outside forces,
providing postural support with fine
adjustments in muscle tension. The term
usually pertains to a function of the trunk,
shoulder, and hip muscles and includes the
lower extremity muscles when they are
functioning in a closed chain.” In short, the
term is used for the development of postural
stability and skilled movement control.
Principals in stabilization may include:
isolation before integration; slow before
fast; and correct breathing.
The following, in my clinic experience,
are the “4 for the core” that if preformed
correctly can prevent many common
running injuries. Neutral pelvis is required
to perform the exercises correctly. Body
alignment is essential with the ear, shoulder
and hip being in a line. The pelvis position
can be viewed like a bowl; the bowl is level,
not dumping water out the front (sway
back) or the back (flat back).
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1. Plank on elbows: Pelvis is neutral,
avoid arching the low back by tightening
your abdominals (bring your belly button
towards the spine).

2. Side plank on elbow: Pelvis is neutral,
visualize yourself between 2 plates of glass
and lift trunk toward ceiling.

Advanced plank on elbows: lifting one leg;
more difficult- lifting leg with opposite arm.

Advanced side plank on elbow: lift top leg
or extend lower arm onto hand.

3. Crab walk with resistance: Pelvis is
neutral, avoid arching the low back. Walk
side to side by taking small steps without
letting your feet come back together
while keeping the knees bent in squatting
position.

Injury Prevention
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It’s more important to do 1 repetition correctly than

Proper
pelvic tilt
position

Improper
pelvic tilt
position

4. Controlled lowering: balance on a step with one leg, pelvis is neutral and waistline level.
Slowly lower your heel of the non weight bearing (NWB) leg towards the floor (as if you were
trying to touch an egg but not break it) by bending the weight bearing knee. Pelvis remains level and
the bent knee is aligned over the 2nd toe. (Common errors: excessive arching of the low back, waist
line drops towards the NWB leg, knee shifts to the inside of 1st toe creating medial knee stress, and
loss of balance).

10 wrong!! Give these a try and keep running!!!

Korryn Wiese, PT, CMPT
Owner, Physical Therapist
Body Tune Physical Therapy

Come In For A Tune UP!
5856 S. Harrison Blvd, Suite A South Ogden, UT 84403

Ph. (801) 475-6415

Fax: (801) 475-6417
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UTAHNS LEADING THE PACK
Age: 29
Current residence: Cottonwood Heights, Utah
Running background: I started running as a freshman in
high school in Barre, Vermont. I was a 400m/800m runner.
I received a scholarship to run at the University of Vermont
from 2000-2004. I became more of an 800m/1500m in
college and also ran cross country. After I finished college
my goal was to complete a marathon. I completed my first
marathon 4/2006- Salt Lake City Marathon. I qualified for
Boston my first Marathon but have yet to run it. I have run
a total of 5 Marathons.
Why did you choose to run the Dam to Dam 10
miler: The Dam to Dam fit well into my training plans for
the Moab Half and KeyBank Vermont City Marathon in May
2011. I was passing through town to see my family in Vegas
that weekend.

Christina Perry

PR’s:
St. George Marathon 2008 2:49:49 First Female
Provo River Half Marathon 1:20:38
Running of the Leopards 5k 16:51
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College PR’s
800m 2:13
1500m 4:33
Cross country 5k 18:04
Training regimen/schedule (weekly
mileage, types of workouts, when you fit
it in):
I am currently running about 60 miles per week.
I run 6 days a week along with playing on 3
different soccer teams per week. When I am not
marathon training mileage is usually around 40
miles per week. My running regimen looks like
this…
Monday: Speed Workout (usually on a track)
Tuesday: Run
Wednesday: Mid Distance Long Run with tempo
Thursday: Run
Friday: Run
Saturday: Long Run
Most workouts are in the morning before work.
Favorite place to run: I don’t necessarily
have a favorite place to run but enjoy running
with friends. I am the Vice President of the Salt

Lake City Track Club and enjoy attending their
scheduled runs.

very hot that day you can’t always rely on time.
So it’s best to race for place in some situations.

Favorite pre-race meal and post-race
drink: The morning of a race is usually a
peanut butter bagel. I have done this since
college. The night before is usually pasta/bread
and plenty of water and gatorade.

Advice you would give to other aspiring
runners: Remember to have fun while
training/running. When it comes time to race
you need to have confidence in your training
and try not to stress or put too much pressure
on yourself. The results and confidence you are
looking for will come with consistent training

Favorite race distance: 5k
Why run (motivation, inspiration): Running
is a great way to stay in shape and a great stress
reliever. I also really like having a routine. Most
mornings I get up go for a run and then go to
work. If I don’t go for a run I feel like something
is missing. I am also motivated by the running
goal I want to achieve (right now qualifying
for the Olympic trials). I know that consistent
training is the way to get there.
Favorite quote or best advice you’ve been
given as a runner: When running a race you
should be running for place and not focusing
on time. When you compete for place the
time will come with it. Because each course is
different (downhill/flat) or it could be windy or

“Goals: - To qualify for the 2012
Marathon Olympic Trials”
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UTAHNS LEADING THE PACK
Age: 27
Current residence: Ogden, Utah
Running background: 4 Currently, I run on the Utah Elite
team; a team geared to aid Utah’s top post collegiate
distance runners in achieving their goals. I ran for Weber
State University while in college under Chick Hislop and
Paul Pilkington (both amazing coaches). My love for
running began as a sophomore at Fremont High School
in 2000, thanks to my teammates and Coach Art Hansen.

Bryant Jensen

Tell us about some of the recent races you’ve
competed in: In January this year I ran in the USA
Half Marathon Championships in Houston, and what an
experience to run with some of the nations top distance
runners and to race on the 2012 Olympic trials course.
Overall the experience was amazing even though I
wasn’t too thrilled with my finish time and place (don’t
go on a cruise the week before a big race).
I have been participating in the Strider’s Winter Racing
Circuit, geared for those running the Ogden Marathon;
however, I am not running the Ogden but will be running
the Utah Valley Marathon. In February I finished 1st place
in the 5k and the 10k of the circuit. I did not run the 10

Runner Spotlight

mile race but will do the remaining races, the
half marathon and 30k. This has been a great
experience to mingle with other runners in the
community.
March 19th I won the Canyonlands Half
Marathon. It’s a beautiful, fun course. We
experienced a strong head wind the full race.
It was fun to brush shoulders with Paul Petersen
who is a very commendable runner.
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PR’s: 5k-14:31.99 10k-29:38.98 (WSU 7th alltime) Half 1:05:41.6 Marathon 2:27:40
Training regimen/schedule (weekly mileage,
types of workouts, when you fit it in): I work
full-time so wracking up mileage is tough at
times. Training has been an adjustment since
college. I have averaged about 60 miles per
week since September of last year. Over the
past month mileage has averaged in the mid
70’s and by May my goal is to be running 90+
miles per week. I am reinstating two-a-days
which will help. Currently, I go on my longer
run (10-15 miles) for the day in the mornings
before work and the shorter run (5 miles) after
work. Saturday is designated long run day with
a tempo (15-25 miles total and a tempo ranging

from 4-18 miles). Tempo runs are my favorite
workout but I will also do varying intervals
once a week to sharpen my speed.
Favorite place to run: Definitely trails. Most of
my current training is done on the Ogden River
Parkway and trails near Ogden Canyon. Race
wise, Sacramento. I have raced well every
time in Sacramento.
Favorite pre-race meal and post-race drink:
Night before I eat something familiar. Right
now I’m experimenting to find what works best
to eat in the morning, pre-race. Post workout
drink, I love chocolate soy milk.
Favorite race distance: Right now I am really
digging the half marathon. Long enough that it
favors my ability and short enough that it is a
quick recovery.
Why run (motivation, inspiration): Because
it’s hard and rewarding.
Favorite quote or best advice you’ve been
given as a runner: Don’t give up running, you
will regret it.

Advice you would give to other aspiring
runners: Consistent training will create the
greatest success. It is going out and running
when it hurts, when it is rainy, dark, snowy,
windy, hot, freezing cold, or any mixture of the
elements. Create a determined mindset that
you will train hard no matter what.

“Goals: To finish a marathon
without cramping. This year I am
hoping to figure out my nutritional
needs and how to fuel properly
during the marathon. I am making
attempts and a push to qualify
for the 2012 Olympic trials in the
marathon. I feel that I have the
talent and ability to achieve this
goal, now everything needs to
come together in a race.”

Organizing a Race
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So, You Want to be a Race Director?
It’s now 12:30. The race compound that
was bustling with people just 30 minutes
ago is now vacant. Yes, there are still
some volunteers working to clean up the
hundreds of cups, banana and orange
peels and discarded race flyers. But,
you are still wondering how this all just
happened. You planned for months and
worked relentlessly to ensure a successful
event. However, at this point, you are
exhausted and in a state of comatose. You
are the race director.
Runners show up to a race and wonder
who the sleepless looking guy (or girl) is
in the hoodie and beanie. While runners
have been slumbering in their beds in
preparation for the big race, the race
director has been working around the
clock preparing for the big race – setting
up canopies, tables, and water stations;
marking the race course with spray paint
and barricades (avoiding being arrested
on suspicion of graffiti); and in short,
laying out a “runner’s red carpet.”

So, what were you, the race director, doing
during the last 24 hours leading up to race
day? While months of planning have gone
into this race, the day before the race is
crucial for any race director. Regardless
of how much advanced planning you put
into a race, the final days are pivotal to
the success of the race – it’s really 1st and
goal, the clock is ticking, and you have no
timeouts – no way to stop the clock. The
time counter you have been watching on
your web site suddenly jumped from 87
days to 24 hours and it’s go time.

Friday (before the sun sets)
Yes, you have planned for months.
You have designed a course that even
Prefontaine would be proud of. In addition
to selecting a shirt that will wick the beads
of sweat from your runners, you also came
up with a design that made you think (if
only for a split second) that you have a
future as the graphic designer for Nike.
Not only do you have water for the race,
but you upped the ante and also added
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Gatorade and gels for the runners. You
really went the extra mile (no running pun
intended).
When you wake up on Friday morning,
you feel anything but at calmness. There is
a silent sense of anxiety hovering over you
– what did you forget?
As you set out on the list of errands,
it almost feels as though you are on a
scavenger hunt. You continually ask
yourself this question: “Why didn’t I take
care of this yesterday – or weeks ago?”
The reason you didn’t is because there
are some things that simply can’t be done
until the waning days before the race.
After all, you waited until the last possible
moment to order bibs, shirts and bags
because you just weren’t sure how many
runners you’d have. If you don’t order
enough shirts, you’ll definitely draw the
attention and ire of every runner who
doesn’t get a shirt – isn’t that why they
paid $20? But, if you order too many shirts,
any money you planned on donating to
the local charity now comes in the form of
cotton or polyester!

So, in that last day before the race, you
work through your check list. In most
cases you have a few short hours to do
this because your packet pickup starts
at 3:00. And if you know anything about
runners, you know that they show up
early. The first of the runners will often
show up 30-45 minutes (if not an hour)
before your packet pick-up event is slated
to begin. Runners plan and prepare and
are almost always ready before you are.
(As a race director, it is important that you
stick to the timeline you have established
throughout the process and especially on
race day.)
Once packet pickup is underway, you
remember another important errand. But
wait, you have to meet a vendor at the
race compound in 15 minutes. As you
head to the compound you receive a call
from the head volunteer at packet pickup
informing you that you are now out of
small shirts – you received half of the small
shirts that were ordered! You call the shirt
company in a fury hoping they can find
the shirts and help you resolve the issue.
In the meantime, you work with your

customers, the runners, and ensure them
that you will make it right (remember,
they paid good money for that shirt).
As you make your last rounds before the
business day closes your packet pickup
winds down. You realize you haven’t had
lunch and you are desperate for some
food to keep your feet moving. You know
this will be an important meal, because
now the real work begins.

Friday (after the sun sets)
You are on the home stretch now, but
you have a long night ahead of you.
You and your team begin working to
actually set up the event. This is where
all of the planning is executed. The maps
and diagrams that were carefully drawn
out now serve as the playbook for your
volunteers and supporting cast (who
are really the heroes of the entire event).
Barricades are placed on the course to
ensure runners are safe; final course
markings are made; canopies, tents,
tables and chairs are setup; water and
aid stations are assembled replete with
cups (and the Gatorade and gels that you
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carefully selected); the sound system is
amassed and the many other preparations
which are too numerous to list here are
finalized. If you are lucky, you will finish in
time to head home for a few short hours
of sleep (my record after some 20 races is
two hours).

Saturday (race day)
When the alarm sounds, you fumble
for your phone and wonder if you’ve
overslept. No need to get dressed, you are
likely still wearing the clothes you had on
the day before (remember the hoodie and
the beanie?). It’s off to the race compound
to make sure everything is still there. You
can only hope that the sprinklers were
in fact turned off as you were told they
would be and that everything is as you left
it 120 minutes earlier.
As the many vendors show arrive, you
are now required to become the problem
solver and multi-tasker you never
thought you could be on such little sleep.
Massage tables here, breakfast set up
there, band over yonder, etc. Amidst all of
this organizing, it hits you… you forgot

something. In all of your hustle to pick up
food, shirts, banners, signs, cash, medals,
zip ties, barricades, caution tape and
the long list of supplies needed to stage
a race, you forget something – count
on it! It’s inevitable; every race director
forgets something. It may be the prize
money or it may be a microphone for the
sound system. That’s why a race director
has many titles (no, I am not referring
to the four-letter titles) one of which is
improviser. In a best case, you will simply
have to improvise by inventing another
use for the zip tie (we have come up with
some creative uses in the early morning
hours). In other cases, improvisation will
require you to name yourself MC and a
stand-in volunteer for the day. Just know
that on race day, you probably won’t
simply be the “race director” who sits back
and watches the scene unfold. No, you
won’t be the wizard behind the scenes.
And when the runners are gone, you as
a race director are at mile 10 of a half
marathon. You now get to work alongside
the volunteers to clean up the hundreds
of paper cups, banana peels, race bibs
and zip ties left in the wake of the herd

of runners that passed through your
course and your compound. You will be in
the trenches with your sleeves rolled up
wondering why you signed up for this!
The answer to that question comes earlier
in the day when you see the throng of
runners (whether it’s 50 or 5,000) take off
at the start of the race or when you hear
that the first runner is rounding the corner
on the final stretch to the finish line.
When the last runner crosses the finish
line and you know that all runners are
accounted for, there is an immense sense
of satisfaction.

Jeff Gehring is one of
the founders of Run13.
Run13 organizes running
events in the state of
Utah and continues to
expand domestically
and internationally and
currently manages 7
races. Jeff participates
in many of the local
running and cycling
events and will be
participating in his 5th
Wasatch Back Relay this
year.
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You know
you’re a
runner if…
“you’re not afraid of snot rockets. That’s
when I crossed into true runner-dom.”
--Bethany Dawn Larson
“…you have calloused toes, missing toenails and rubbed raw between your thighs
and underarms. Glide this!”
--Lily Campbell Wheatfill
“you skip the shower to get that extra
mile.”
--Felicia Nicole
“you have more running clothes than regular clothes in your laundry pile”
--Fabricio Gutierrez
“you plan your vacations around a race.”
--Clayton Blackham

“You go through surgery and the first thing
you ask is when you can start running again.”
--Benjamin Hooley

“…you feel no shame running off into the
woods to do your business.”
--Barbara Weiner Wolf

“you’ve ran 5 or more miles (or however
far you go) on a Saturday hours before the
rest of the neighborhood has even thought
about waking up.”
--Dan Wybrow

“You carefully monitor the color of your
pee and are upset with yourself when it is
too yellow.”
--Neal Clarke

“you have had to take an emergency bathroom break, even though you’re less than a
mile away from home.”
--Ben Van Beekum
“You get more excited over a new pair of
running shoes instead of heels and have to
show them off to everyone.”
--Kellie Bywater
“your muscles hurt from another door sport
(snowboarding to be exact) and you say to
yourself ‘running will ease that out just a
bit’ and you log 5 miles to ‘warm ‘em up’.”
--Liz Cloyd
“…you have more miles on your running
shoes than your car!”
--Jace Zemcik

“you pee your pants to beat a PR”
--Cami Moyes Jensen
“…you spend an hour on your foam roller
before you go to bed.”
--Jarrod Garr
“you refer to St. George and Ogden as
races not cities.”
“the journal you keep is in miles and time
not feelings or thoughts”
--Darcy Robison Rees

Join the conversation at

www.facebook.com/utahrunning !!

Inspirational

I Am A Runner

I had the following conversation with myself during my
morning run the other day...

I had just started out on my long morning run. The first
long one in several weeks thanks to the bronchitis I was
plagued with for 2 weeks. It was cold. I couldn’t feel my
fingers and I felt like there were icicles coming out of my
nose. I started thinking, “Wow. It’s cold. Why are you
doing this?”
Why?
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I’m not a runner. Throughout my life I have run, but I’m
not a runner. To profess that I am a runner is like initiating myself into this whole new level of awesomeness.
Runners are fast (which I’m not). They run all the time,
long and hard (which I don’t). To runners, running is like
a person. A good friend they’ve had since childhood that
knows everything about them. And, if we are being honest
runners just have this weird obsession with running. I’m
not a runner. I run, but I’m not a runner.
Well, as I began passing runner after runner on this cold
morning run; waving and giving our out-of-breath hello’s
I started thinking...
They probably think I am a runner. I’m out here in the
cold just like they are (in my new cute cold-gear running
clothes). So, these are like my fellow peeps. Why do I think
I’m not a runner?
Then I began to list off the things that do make me a
runner...
1. I’ve run off and on since grade school.
2. I’ve willingly put myself through the torture of restarting after each baby (2 now).

3. I spit when I run (thanks to the boys cross country
team I ran with in highschool for teaching me that
skill).
4. After some runs, I pee my pants (thank you baby #2).
5. I admit, when no one else is around I do the running
nose blow (it’s ok though; all rules of lady-ness are put
on hold when you’re running).
6. I get excited about improving my time. I also get just
as excited about new running clothes as I do new
everyday clothes.
7. When running behind someone, I always have the
urge to pass them (nevermind that it was just a gal out
walking her dog).
8. When I went to insta-care for the bronchitis the first
thing the doctor said when he listened to my heart
was, “Good strong heartbeat. You a runner?” In
fact, in that 2 weeks I was sick I left my house for two
things: the insta-care and running.
9. My family runs. It’s hereditary right?
10. Much like the father-of-the-bride in My Big Fat Greek
Wedding who believes that Windex is a cure-all for
everything, I believe running is a cure-all for a lot of
things. Stressed? Go for a run. Congested? Go for a
run. Constipated? Go for a run. Tired? Go for a run.
Can’t sleep? Go for a run. Sore? Go for a light run....
etc.
11. I have a love/hate relationship with it, but for some
reason I keep doing it.
After I listed off all these things this chant started in my
head matching the pounding of every step, and maybe
(just maybe) this chant will be what gets me through these
next few months of training and my first half marathon...
I Am a Runner.
I may not be the fastest or run the farthest, but I am a
runner!

“Janelle Olson was born and raised in Utah until she was
12 years old. She attended high schools in both Washington and Las Vegas where she competed in basketball,
tennis, track, cross country. She graduated from the
University of Utah earning a bachelor’s degree in Parks,
Recreation & Tourism with an emphasis in Therapeutic
Recreation. In addition to her role as wife and mother
she is also employed at the University Neuropsychiatric
Institute as a PRN Recreation Therapist and Certified
Ropes Course Facilitator. She enjoys competing in
sprint triathlons and other various races, and is currently
training for her first half marathon with the help of her
sister-in-law and co-founder of UtahRunning.com, Janae
Richardson. In addition to running, she loves anything to
do with the outdoors, recreation and travel.”

Janelle Olson
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And The Ragnar Winners Are...

UtahRunning.com and American Cancer Society recently teamed up and put on a contest to award a Ragnar team (which have been sold
out for months) to someone with a good cause. Many people stepped up, but two contestants fought to the bitter end, collecting hundreds of
votes! It was so close that the American Cancer Society decided to award both of them Ragnar Teams. Here are their stories...

Saving Bryan’s Privates
Having never been a runner up until 2 ½ years ago, I didn’t know much
about the running community. In August of 2008 I decided I needed to make
some serious changes in my fitness and health, so I took up running. Well, it
actually started as walk/jogging. After participating in my first race, a small,
charity 5k, I immediately became hooked on racing. I was constantly trying to
find races in my community that fit my schedule. UtahRunning.com became a
great resource for me to find those races to put on my calendar.
Then, just a few weeks ago I received an email from UtahRunning.com
announcing a contest to win a VIP team entry into the 2011 Ragnar Wasatch
Back Relay. I knew the race sold out months ago. After finding out that this
team entry was special - a DetermiNation team dedicated to raising money for
the American Cancer Society, I knew I had to compete. My sister’s husband,
Bryan, is currently undergoing treatment to fight testicular cancer for the 3rd
time. Just a few months ago we were to run the Las Vegas Ragnar with my
sister and Bryan as the captains of our team. Due to the return of the cancer,
they had to drop out of the race. At first I didn’t want to run that race without
them. But then our team decided to run in Bryan’s honor. It was a last minute
decision and we didn’t have time to put much focus on running for the cause.
But now, with this contest, I have a chance to really make a difference!
The contest consisted of getting the most people to post a comment on my

topic, which I named “Love Running; Hate Cancer; Livestrong”. It was
my desire to form a team to honor Bryan. The response from friends and
family was overwhelming. Each day our family would read the wonderful,
supportive comments and get excited to see our team pull ahead. It brought
messages of cheer and hope to an unpleasant moment in time. In the end,
we ended up with over 250 replies! It was a close contest, but we won! I’m
definitely happy to have the VIP entry; but even more than that I’m thrilled to
have the many comments of love and support for Bryan. I’m so thankful to all
who took the time to share their vote of support and to UtahRunning.com for
holding this contest!
I sure wish Bryan was strong enough to run this race with us, but I know with
his determination, it won’t be long before he’s back on the road again. In the
meantime, our team, “Saving Bryan’s Privates” is focused on dedicating our
time and training to partner with the American Cancer Society to fight back.
We have committed to raising $4800 for the ACS, not only in Bryan’s honor,
but for all those that have and are battling this awful disease.
Let’s not let cancer take control of our lives - let’s find strength in unity and
LIVESTRONG

Your Donation Can Make A Difference!
Help us by donating today. Click Here.
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Candace Cochegrus

polio are only a few of the devastating diseases that have been managed with
vaccines in the 20th century.“

From an early age it was my impression that as a woman your role in life
was to grow up, get married, have children, get fat and stay that way. I
honestly didn’t know there was another option. My biggest fear in life is not
public speaking, failure, or even death, it’s a fear of being unhealthy and it
terrifies me to my very core. That is a big part of why growing up I always
participated in several sports, sometimes 2 or even 3 in the same season.
It always contributes to why I joined the Army 6 years ago. I want to lead
a healthy, active lifestyle. Everything I do is geared toward that, including
running.

If we can beat small pox, malaria, and typhoid fever, why not cancer? I say
we can! Please, help save lives and donate to the American Cancer Society.
Give as much or as little as you’re comfortable with. $5 goes a long way in
the hands of a doctor or scientist trying to make our world a better, cancerfree place for all of us.

I chose to participate in the UtahRunning.com contest because I’ve always
loved running, but participating in races costs money. I saw the opportunity
of being able to run and the only “cost” is to raise money for the American
Cancer Society and help save lives. It was a win-win for me. I didn’t even
have to think about it; as soon as I saw the email announcing the contest I
clicked on the link and entered. Then I commenced to text and facebook
message just about everyone I know asking them to post a comment in my
behalf.
As I said in the contest, no one on either side of my family has ever had
cancer. My husband, on the other hand, has lost so many family members to
nearly every type of cancer out there, there are also several loved ones still
continuing their fight against cancer. I want to help raise awareness of cancer
prevention and raise money to find a cure.
“According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the average life expectancy at the
beginning of the 20th century was 47.3 years. A century later, that number
had increased to 77.85 years, due largely to the development of vaccinations
and other treatments for deadly diseases… Chicken pox, diphtheria, and

Your Donation Can Make A Difference!
Help us by donating today. Click Here.
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Running With

CHILDREN
I can smell it - not just the pile of workout laundry,
but Spring! I always think that I love Spring,
right up until I’m outside on what appears to
be a sunny, beautiful day and the wind whips
my exposed white legs into cherry-flavored
popsicles, and I step in a puddle, and my nose
runs copiously.
Now that the weather has sufficiently tricked
me into thinking it’s time to go outside, and my
injury is fading, I’ve decided that in order to reach
my 18 minute goal, I might have to run a little
more than two times a week. If you are a mother
this involves incredible feats of juggling, which
are more complicated than finding derivatives
and doing whatever it is that math people do
with matrices.
Generally speaking we moms have a few
alternatives. Two involve guilt and one involves
tiredness, which leads to anger which later after
thoughtful analysis, turns to guilt.

Option #1: Babysitter.

This can be a great option, especially if you can
trade someone for services or if your mother/

mother-in-law is not yet burnt out on watching
grandkids. I haven’t yet paid someone to watch
my kids while I run, but as I look at my racing
calendar (a 10K in April, a marathon relay in May,
and a June triathlon), I am starting to freak out and
realize that in order to get regularly scheduled
workouts I might have to pay someone. That’s
okay, right?
But if I’m paying someone to watch my kids
shouldn’t I be doing something like earning
money, or bettering my children’s lives by making
crafts out of recyclables? Wait. I am bettering
their lives. They get happy mom instead of
depressed/angry mom. It’s totally worth it.

Option #2: 5:00 a.m.

I’ve done this quite a few times throughout my
motherhood career. Usually my heart rate is so
high from being sure that the car idling down
the street contains a gang of thieves waiting for
an early morning runner to kidnap and rape, it’s
like I’m running intervals. And, technically I am.
I’m sprinting every time someone walks out of
their house to go to work, or opens a car door
because I’m sure they’re after me. I bought some
mace, but I’m the type of person who will just
end up spraying themselves. Right now, this isn’t
happening; maybe after I learn kung-fu.

Option #3: Jogging Stroller.

I have this fantasy where I take my double

jogger, push it gently to a secluded place in the
backyard, pour gasoline on it and, with small
bursts of maniacal laughter, strike a match and
watch it burn. My children will be standing at
the window, mouths gaping open, small fingers
clutching the windowsill. And somewhere in
their sweetly budding brains, they will think,
“Hmmm. Maybe we shouldn’t poke each other
while mom is running.”
Perhaps it would be best for everyone if I never
use a double jogger again.
I own a single jogger as well, and while my oldest
two are at school, I sometimes venture out with
the baby. She loves the stroller. And by love I
mean it lulls her into a sort of perpetual motion
coma. And there’s that guilt again.
Oh well. As a mom I can’t win. As a runner, I might
be able to win my age group trophy though.

Stephanie Chambers is a freelance
writer, runner, and mother living in
Roy, Utah. (Freelance mothers are in
high demand.) She’s hoping to run
an 18 minute 5K, but fears it will have
to wait until her adorable and wellbehaved children stop demanding her
time. She can be reached at chambers.
steph@gmail.com.
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ne of the ways I explain my
desire to run to my nonrunning friends is likening it to
a sort of church.
Obviously, I don’t shuffle along, day-after-day
because I am extremely talented.

For me, it’s all about edification. And, while
some might find a lonely trail or a marathon
crowd a far cry from a church congregation,
I’m here to testify that it is not.
Let me be clear - I don’t belong to a
religious congregation. But I have attended
a lot of church meetings in my lifetime, and
I have found them to be like my runs. Some
are better than others, but they all have
something to teach me.
I have had life-changing moments on my
own, but the real reason I liken the sport to a
worship service is the stories of others really
do feed my soul. I don’t sign up for races
because I think I will win. I sign up for the
challenge and for the chance to meet, and
possibly jog along side, other runners.
Here are some reasons running resembles
being part of a religious community.

1. Congregating can be both a blessing
and a curse.

3. Running, like life, is both a solitary
and a group experience.

When runners get together, good things
happen. That’s not to say there aren’t
problems. But, for the most part, everyone
who paid an entry fee and put in the training
wants to enjoy, appreciate and experience
something positive. They come looking to
learn - from themselves, from each other, and
a lot of times, from God.

You rely on others for support, inspiration
and sometimes a helping hand. But
ultimately, you take each step on your own. If
you make progress, if you evolve, if you excel,
you do so because you put in the work.

2. Discomfort is part of the package.
Sometimes I hear a sermon or a talk that
makes me nervous, uncomfortable and
unsure. It makes me ask myself difficult
questions, causes me to do a little soul
searching.
When I run, I am rarely comfortable.
I question my sanity, my ability and my
dedication. I question my strength - mentally,
physically and emotionally. And just like
those difficult sermons, I come away with new
perspective, deeper understanding and more
commitment to what I hold dear.
When you’re out on the road, and the
pain begins, you have only two choices. Keep
moving through it or give up.

4. Both inspire gratitude.
Whether it is listening to the story of a
fellow traveler or benefiting from the kindness
and support of another, you rarely leave
unmoved.
For me, gratitude is often the most
common emotion I experience while running.
I am grateful I am healthy, that I found
running, that I meet fascinating people who
never cease to amaze me with their kindness
and generosity.
5. The opportunity to serve abounds.
One of the advantages to being a member
of a congregation is that a group is dutybound to care about each other. Runners,
especially in a long-distance race, become
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very protective of each other.
I once stopped to offer Motrin to a man
suffering from blisters and Achilles pain
during a marathon. He gratefully accepted,
and then asked if I needed water or Gu. We
spent a few minutes, exchanging stories and
words of encouragement. I never knew his
name.
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During my youngest sister’s first marathon,
she was faster than me. I was nervous about
her being alone, but three men, all of whom
were my age, promised they’d look after her.
They helped her with when to hydrate and
when to eat Gu, and they even waited for her
when she had to make those bathroom stops.
I caught up with them about mile 24, and she
was really struggling. I talked to her about
waiting for her, but her new friends said they
were with her for the long haul.
I was as moved by their commitment
to a 19-year-old stranger running her first
marathon, as I was when I watched her cross
the finish line.

6. If you are open to inspiration, you
cannot remain unchanged.
What runners really share out there on the
road - and in chapels around the world - is
love.
Running requires athletes to love
themselves. It offers us the chance to love
each other. When you’re suffering and
someone you’ve never met offers to suffer
alongside you, it relieves a little bit of that
pain. It allows us to connect in a much deeper
way than we usually do in modern society.
We understand ourselves, and ultimately
each other, much better because we have
accomplished something significant,
navigated something difficult.
It is impossible to remain the same if you
run consistently and with any kind of purpose.
I’m sure there are runners who choose to
keep to themselves, just as there are churchgoers who show up each Sunday but really
don’t want to be burdened with someone
else’s troubles.
But for many of us, it’s the opportunity to
learn, to grow and to love each other better
that pulls us into the pews or lures us to lace
up day after day, blisters and all.

Amy Donaldson is a sports writer and columnist for the Deseret
News. She spent eight years covering crime and corrections
and has covered high school sports, outdoor recreation and
fitness for the last 12 years. Originally from Anchorage, Alaska,
she graduated from Snow College and the University of Utah,
and is proud to call Taylorsville home.
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Support Your Local Running Stores
Just ‘Click’ on the store below that you’d like to visit online...
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Thoughts on My First Half Marathon: The Moab Half
People have asked me in the past, “Are you a
runner?” and I would always say, “I like to run but I
don’t really consider myself a runner.” I have always
thought of a “runner” as someone who runs at
least 4 marathons a year, can run an average 7
min/mile pace or faster, and puts in a good 30
miles a week. I have never done a full marathon, in
no way come close to a 7 minute mile (maybe if I
am only running 1), and have ran 20 miles in one
week once before. I am a swimmer at heart and
only got into running when I started participating
in triathlons. For those who have participated in
a triathlon, most people don’t like the swim, but
don’t mind the bike and the run. I am the other
way around. I love the swim and bike but it is the
run that I am least excited about.
I think that I never really liked running all that

much because it hurt my knees. The max I could
run in the past, at one time, was six miles. Then
my sister-in-law invited me to sign up for the
Canyonlands Half Marathon. I said ok reluctantly,
still thinking about how the most I had ever run
at one time was 6 miles. I knew that I needed to
change something in my running and training in
order to complete this event.
I started doing more research about running and
watching more people run. I talked to runners
about proper form and training and realized I did
not really know how to run. I was a bad heel striker,
was really tight in my shoulders and dropped my
hips back. These were just a few of the things I
needed to change. I started by trying to run more
on the balls of my feet, I lifted my head when I
ran which brought my hips forward and I relaxed
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my shoulders. I also started a strength training
regimen twice a week. With time, patience and
dedication, my knees did not hurt.
My first long run was 9 miles. I was shocked at the
end because I had never run that far in my life. I felt
like I could really grow to like this running stuff. Day
by day and week by week my body grew stronger
and my running endurance increased and a half
marathon did not seem that daunting after all.
The day of the half marathon finally came. I was a
bit nervous but tried to remain calm. I had talked
to several people who gave me advice to not go
out too fast so I started out running 10 minute
miles, thinking if I make it half way at this pace and
feel better then I will go faster. Slowly I increased
my pace to 9:45 minute miles, then 9:30. At mile 9,
I realized I still had lots of energy so I kicked it up
to 8:30 minute miles and ran the last two miles at a
8:00 minute mile pace. I finished in about 2 hours
and 5 minutes.
The run itself was beautiful and motivating. The
course was awesome. How much better can it get-the red rock on one side and the river on the other?
With running down a canyon, most of the run was
a slight down hill. Not enough that my knees or
quads felt it. It was perfect. There were two hills
in the middle neither of which was really all that
bad because they were not really that long. Once
you come out of the canyon the last few miles
were through Moab. They were not my favorite
but the cheering people were motivating. The
organization of the race was great. Even though it

was my first half, I was not confused about where I
was supposed to be when or how the course was
going to go. Before the race they would send out
random e-mails with updates to keep us informed.
The hydration stations were great with plenty of
volunteers and the finish was very well organized
and stocked with plenty of after race food. My
only criticism was that there were not enough rest
rooms at the start of the race.
To be honest, at the beginning I thought, “Why am
I paying to run 13 miles when I could just do that
on my own?” I now realize that there is a different
atmosphere with running an organized race. There
was a wonderful atmosphere at this race; there
was a lot of excitement and good energy. All in all I
would totally run this half again. I would probably
give this race an A grade.
My advice to anyone thinking of running a half
marathon for the first time is, just do it. I think
that anyone can run a half marathon it just takes
time, dedication, and desire. But then again what
accomplishment or goal doesn’t?

Sarah Blackwell is

currently an exercise
science graduate student
at Utah State University.
She enjoys triathlons and
other forms of outdoor
recreation.
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April Races
Saturday, April 2
2011 Winter Racing Circuit Half Marathon
		 Huntsville, Weber County
Salt Lake 10 Miler Emigration Canyon
		 Salt Lake City, Salt Lake County
SHAC Spring Triathlon; St. George, Washington County
Saturday, April 9
2011 Kiwanis 5k at Gardner Village; 2011 Kiwanis 5k at Gardner Village
Weber State University-Davis ‘5k Run for Research’
		 Layton, Davis County
Run 4 Kids; Washington, Washington County
Gunnison Valley Spring Run-Off; Gunnison, Sanpete County
Gib Wallace Memorial 10k Trail Race; Ogden, Weber County
Amasa 6.5/9.5 Trail Race; Moab, Grand County
Salt Lake City Adoption 5k and Family Fun Run
		 Salt Lake City, Salt Lake County
Alzheimer’s Awareness 5k walk/run; Santaquin, Utah County
Run For Ron 5k Walk/Run; Sarah Grace Steenblik
Sexual Assault Awareness Month 5K; Salt Lake City, Salt Lake County
Kaysville’s Charity for Children in Zambia 5K Fun Run/Walk;
		 Kaysville, Davis County
Gunnison Valley Spring Run-Off 2011; Gunnison, Sanpete County
Glen L. Rudd 5K and Busy Bee Kids Race; Murray, Salt Lake County
Run for Kids- The Boys & Girls clubs of Utah County; Provo, Utah County
Saturday, April 16
Salt Lake City Marathon, Half Marathon, & 5K
		 Salt Lake City, Salt Lake County
Salt Lake City Bike Tour; Salt Lake City, Salt Lake County
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Saturday, April 16
Christensen’s Red Rock Runoff; Richfield, Sevier County
Oquirrh Mountain Sports - Spring into fitness 5K/Kids Race
		 Stansbury Park, Tooele County
Saturday, April 22
South Jordan Earth Day 10K; South Jordan, Salt Lake County
Sunday, April 23
Red Mountain 50k/30k; Ivins, Washington County
2nd Annual Legacy Duathlon; North Salt Lake, Davis County
2011 Winter Racing Circuit 30K; Huntsville, Weber County
Fourth Street Clinic Triathlon and 5k; Salt Lake City, Salt Lake County
Legacy Duathlon 2011; North Salt Lake, Davis County
Las Vegas 5K™; St. George, Washington County
The Pink 5k Alpine; Alpine, Utah County
Spring Run-Off-Challenge; Pleasant Grove, Utah County
Pleasant Grove, Utah County
Saturday, April 29
Salt Flats 100 Mile Endurance Run; Grantsville, Tooele County
Sunday, April 30
Walk MS 2011: Salt Lake City; Salt Lake City, Salt Lake County
5K Cake Walk and Run; Eagle Mountain, Utah County
Champions For Children; Mantua, Box Elder County
CookieChaser 5K/2K; Riverton, Salt Lake County
Thanksgiving Point Half Marathon, 5k, and Kids Fun Run
		 Lehi, Utah County
2011 Hurricane Half Marathon; Hurricane, Washington County
Spring Sprint Triathlon; Kearns, Salt Lake County
Grovecrest Elementary’s PAW Power Run/Walk
		 Pleasant Grove, Utah County
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May Races
Saturday, May 7
Stair Stampede - Ogden; Ogden, Weber County
Ogden Clinic/Shadow Valley Elementary 5K & 1 mile
		 Ogden, Weber County
Hell Hole 5K & 10K; Washington, Washington County
Provo City Marathon, 1/2 Marathon & 5K; Provo, Utah County
2nd Annual Kids to Camp 5k; Ogden, Weber County
Three Mile Creek Elementary - Explorer Fund Run 5K / 1 Mile
		 Perry, Box Elder County
Renaissance Race for Literacy; Lehi, Utah County
Saturday, May 14
Primary Children’s 5K Fun Run and 1 Mile Kids Run
		 Harrisville, Weber County
“STOP TRAFFIC” 5K/10K (and 1 mile “Fun Run”
		 Salt Lake City, Salt Lake County
University of Southern Nevada & Foundation for Children and Youth
with Diabetes 5K Fun Run/Walk
		 South Jordan, Salt Lake County
Run To Walk 5K Run and 1 Mile Walk; Provo, Utah County
The Christopher Markus Kirvan 5K Run/Walk; Roy, Weber County
Moab Triathlon Festival; Moab, Grand County
Conquer the Canyon; Smithfield, Cache County
Smithfield Health Days 10k, 5k, 1 mile; Smithfield, Cache County
Liberty 5K/1 mile walk; Salem, Utah County
Saturday, May 21
Live Your Dream 5K Run/Walk; Provo, Utah County
Huff To Bluff Marathon; Blanding, San Juan County
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Saturday, May 21
Ogden Marathon, Half Marathon, Relay, 5k and KidsK
		 Ogden, Weber County
Running with Ed 2011; Park City, Summit County
Live Your Dream 5K; Provo, Utah County
SG Triathlons Sprint or Olympic; Hurricane, Washington County
Women of Steel Triathlon & 5K; American Fork, Utah County
Friday, May 27
Midnight 5K; St. George, Washington County
Saturday, May 28
Pepsi Refresh Community Action 5K; Provo, Utah County
Memorial 10k/5k; Orem, Utah County
Monday, May 30
The American Fork City Run of Remembrance
		 American Fork, Utah County
Memorial Day Classic Half Marathon, 5K, 1 Mile
		 Syracuse, Davis County
Memorial Day Fun Run; Park City, Summit County

To see MORE RACES and
race info Click Here!

Looking for a New Place To Advertise?
Run Utah Magazine
Utah’s Premier Online Magazine
and

UtahRunning.com

Your
Ad
Here

Utah’s #1 Online Race Directory

provide unique,
direct access to the online
running community

Throughout Utah
Check out our 2011 Advertising
Specials! Click Here.

For more information about our innovative
and affordable advertising solutions, email
ken@utahrunning.com today.

So How Did We Do?
We want to hear from you!
Do you have any thoughts or ideas on
how we can make Run Utah Magazine
even better?
How about interesting content that
could benefit the Utah running
community?
Your feedback will help us to make
Run Utah Magazine an ongoing success,
so give us your feedback by sending an email
to support@utahrunning.com, or leave us a
message at http://facebook.com/utahrunning

Happy running!

